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Let the Savers SAVE Europe and Themselves

Low interest rates are an existential
challenge to Europe’s savers,
particularly pension funds. At the
same time, European economies
suffer from a lack of investment,
notably in infrastructure, as a result
of fiscal limits and weak growth.

The ideal solution would be to channel larger portion of
pension savings into the real economy, providing stimulus
through infrastructure investment. If managed prudently,
these investments would also yield a greater return than their
substitutes in the pension fund portfolios, thus also helping to
alleviate financial strains. This paper explores the challenge
and offers potential solutions on how to shift pension savings
into infrastructure investment within the spirit of funds’
prudential guidelines.

I. Europe’s Investment Shortfall
Brexit is only the latest of many shocks for the Eurozone.
Weak economic performance since 2008 has lowered public
opinion of the European Union and increased market scepticism
of the currency bloc. Figure 1 shows how the Eurozone economy
only recently regained its size held at the beginning of the crisis,
about seven years later.
One consequence of the Eurozone crisis has been a decline in
investment across the economy. For the Eurozone as a whole,
from 2009–2016 investment has averaged 20.3% of GDP, down
from 22.3% of GDP in the previous seven-year period.1 While
this is a substantial decline, the experience of individual states
has differed with Germany and France sustaining similar levels
while Italy and Spain experienced a sharp drop in investment
levels equivalent to about 3% and 8% lower share of GDP,
respectively, as per Figure 2.
Figure 1: Real GDP 2007–2016 in the Eurozone and
Major Economies
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Figure 2: Investment Share of GDP for Eurozone and
Major Economies

Figure 3: Net Worth of Euro Area Pension Funds (EUR bn)
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Across the EU, the European Commission cites that overall
investment in 2015 was €430 billion lower than 2007, indicating
massive investment needs.2 One reason for the drop has been
austerity-induced reduction in public investment spending,
particularly on infrastructure. Despite low interest rates,
governments have not been able to borrow to promote
investment and there has not been a rebound in private
sector investment due to problems in Europe’s banking sector.
These problems have been exacerbated by regulatory changes
requiring that banks hold larger capital buffers, thus curtailing
their ability to lend. In essence, regulatory and monetary policy
have been pursuing opposite aims, which has lowered overall
investment, reinforced by the absence of wide scale funding in
bond markets. For infrastructure in particular, the problem has
been worsened by the dependency of certain investments on
large-scale public participation.
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Figure 4: History of ECB Deposit Rate since EMU
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Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.

II. European Pension Funds in the Era of
Ultra-Low Interest Rates
Meanwhile, interest rates and bond yields continue to drop to
ultra-low levels with little prospect of an imminent revival (see
Figure 4). In this regard, the decline has affected both real and
nominal interest rates as well as the risk-adjusted rates of
return on risky assets. Once the expected rate of return on
assets turns negative — as it has for many fixed income
instruments (see Figure 5) — it leads to the discount factor
becoming more of a ‘compound’ factor, thus worsening a pension
scheme’s balance sheet.3 In other words, while investment
assets accrue a negative yield and thus will have lower value in
the future, a pension fund’s liabilities continue to grow in value
since the discount factor is still positive. The net present value
of future balance sheet could thus turn negative. And indeed,
the facts tend to bear out that this is already occurring.
According to the European Central Bank, in the first quarter of
2016, the euro area pension sector’s collective net worth was
negative for the first time ever recorded.4
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Figure 5: Share of Investment Grade Bonds Trading at
Negative Returns
% of Index with Negative Yields
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The investors most challenged are therefore Europe’s saving
vehicles such as defined benefit pension funds who rely on large
fixed income positions to provide a significant portion of their
long-term return. Moreover, most pension funds are legally
required to hold a minimum amount of their portfolio in fixed
income, frequently even specified as risk-free government
bonds. Many regulations do not adequately consider the
differences in liquidity and duration of liabilities. Across
financial industries, the 2008 crisis led to regulatory focus on
liquidity and higher capital buffers in order to avoid another
Lehman or AIG scenario. For example, the Solvency II approach
demands insurance companies to hold minimum capital levels
at designated risk ratings, with durations allowing for any
company to pay all its short-term obligations. Similar concepts
have been applied to pension funds, but they ignore the fact that
pension fund liabilities are particularly long-term and most
have the capacity to sustain their positions for long durations —
as such, from a prudential perspective, they should not need to
hold significant portfolios of short — and medium-term bonds
and should have more scope for other asset classes.
Moreover, pension fund regulation and governance across
European jurisdictions originated in an era of defined benefit
plans in a normal interest rate environment. The result is that
most funds are required to hold a minimum amount of bonds
(frequently with minimum amounts of sovereign or quasisovereign paper), thus also requiring them to repeatedly
purchase new stock of bonds, regardless of the current yield.
This exacerbates the long-term challenge and can no longer be
justified on the basis of strategic asset allocation. In the case of
ERAFP (Retraite additionelle de la Fonction publique), until
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2015, a minimum of 75% needed to be invested in bonds,
particularly in sovereign bonds. After several years of pushing
for reform, this threshold was lowered so that today, roughly
50% of ERAFP assets remain in sovereign bonds. They will
continue to constitute a large share of the portfolio even if new
purchases are limited. ERAFP mirrors the largest euro area
pension fund market, the Netherlands, where on average, bonds
constituted 52% of their 2015 asset allocation.5
In other core Eurozone countries, pension funds have
sounded the alarm over growing funding deficits. In May 2016,
Germany’s financial regulator BaFin highlighted the risks for
pension schemes (and life insurance companies) whose reliance
on fixed income would make them unable to service their
commitments based on their own resources.6 The logical
conclusion is either to diversify the portfolio to include higherrisk assets or to raise revenue. For pension schemes, raising
revenues would mean raising contribution rates of working
members. And this appears to be occurring across Europe.
For example, ERAFP has raised contribution rates by 4.5% in
each of the past two consecutive years.
Such a development stands juxtaposed to current economic
needs, which would be to stimulate both consumption and
investment. However, higher savings rates (in the form of
higher forced contribution rates) would come at the expense
of current consumption. and in light of restrictions on pension
schemes, these savings would primarily be channelled into
financial assets and thus would not be boosting investment in
the real economy. In other words, allowing pension schemes
to continue operating under previous assumptions would be
doubly harmful: hamper economic growth and allowing the
financial health of pension funds to continue to deteriorate.
The irony of this downward trend in bond yields is that these
bond portfolios have appreciated tremendously, but remain
an unrealised capital gain — held captive by investment rules.
Considering that many pension funds continue to enjoy
favourable liquidity, in some cases, with considerable positive
cash flow, could these resources not be better deployed?

III. Ideas to Transform Savings
into Investment
From a macro-perspective, liberated capital needs to enter
the real economy — not just balance sheets. In addition, money
should go to sectors that lack capital yet hold great multiplier
effects for the larger economy. In the Euro area, investments
should ideally also support the promotion of more integrated
capital markets and the broader European Union. Among asset
classes, infrastructure would be the main vehicle to fulfil
these conditions.

In this section, we lay out potential ideas on how to channel
pension savings into infrastructure investment without
sacrificing the prudential guidelines that underpin long-term
financial stability in the pension sector. In this regard, we make
the following assumptions:

At the outset, the first step is for the Pension fund to sell a
portion of its government bond portfolio and generating
the related capital gain, the subsequent steps are as follows:

• Any change to pension funds’ strategic asset allocation
requires a thoughtful consideration as to how the replacing
asset fulfils different purposes as the original asset. In simple
English, if funds reduce their holdings of risk-free sovereign
or quasi-sovereign bonds, then one needs to reflect the
features of any replacement asset.

1. Proceeds are reinvested in a zero-coupon long term
bond issued by the national Treasury (preferably longterm between 20 and 30 years).7

A) The Repo Model

2. The zero-coupon bond would be immediately sold to
the European Central Bank (ECB) with an obligation
on the pension fund to repurchase it just before it
matures (repo transaction).

• The risk profile and the systemic approach should not lessen
existing protections for pensioners, neither for an individual
fund nor for the system.

3. Proceeds from the sale to the ECB would be invested
in infrastructure. It is important that the maturity of
the infrastructure projects match the maturity of the
repo transaction. In addition, in this case, the pension
fund carries the economic risk of the infrastructure on
its balance sheet, though it is mitigated by the return
threshold being equal to the zero coupon bond yield — a
very likely prospect.

• Each idea has varying effects on the real economy or on
financial risk/return calculation for a pension fund. Some
ideas have greater economic impact but carry greater risk for
the pension fund, and others the opposite.
Bearing the above in mind, we believe there are three options
to help channel savings from low-yielding bonds into higheryielding infrastructure assets.

Proceeds invested
in zero coupon
bond (REPO)

Issues long term
zero coupon bond

Government

Pension Fund
Capital Gain

ECB

1
2
Capital Gain

Notes/Shares

3

Proceeds invested

Infrastructure

PRO

CON

• Investment freedom for final proceeds
• Economic stimulus without government borrowing

• Requires coordinated policy modifications of
several bodies:

• Use ECB balance sheet to transmit monetary policy
via real assets, not only financial assets

• ECB to allow repo transactions for pension funds;

• Government debt offices to issue zero coupon bonds;
• Pension regulators to permit
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B) The Securitization Model

of the infrastructure project. Instead, it only carries
the credit risk of the issuing SPV that will enjoy a form
of backing from a supranational. There are numerous
different securitization models possible, such as a CDO
(collateralized debt obligation) where the supranational
provides the call at first loss for X % or that offers
different tranches. This could occur in the spirit of the
ECB’s attempts to promote increased securitization of
“simple, transparent and real” asset-backed debt.8

Sequence:
1. Proceeds are reinvested in a long term bond
issued by a special purpose vehicle (SVP) linked
to a specific revenue-generating infrastructure
project. The project enjoys backing by a high-grade
supranational, e.g. the European Investment Bank.
2. Special purpose vehicle uses bond proceeds to
invest in infrastructure project. In this case, the
pension is not directly exposed to the economic risk

Supranational
(e.g. EIB, EBRD)
Proceeds invested in
long term bond

Pension Fund

Proceeds invested

Special Purpose

1

2

Vehicle

Notes

PRO
PRO

• Option already available — no innovation or
changes needed
• Easy to execute for a pension fund (structuring would
be done by banks)

6

Infrastructure

Revenues

CON
• Not scalable (limited supply of projects that meet
this criteria)

C) The Guarantee Model

complements the Juncker Plan, by encouraging national
guarantees through state agencies or development banks.
In the case of full guarantees, the pension fund would
benefit from taxpayer guarantee. Alternatively, the
guarantee could be partial and not extend to full value,
thus allowing greater mobilization of capital.

Sequence:
1. Proceeds are reinvested in a long term
infrastructure bond guaranteed by a national
development bank or supranational agency. The
guaranteed share of financing used as anchor to attract
private sector co-investment.9 In this regard, this
Proceeds invested in
long term bond

Pension Fund

2. Funds invested in infrastructure.

Sovereign or QuasiSovereign Grarantee

1
Guaranteed Notes

+ Private Capital

Proceeds invested

Infrastructure

2
Notes/Shares

PRO

CON

• Aligned with current EU policy framework (fits in with
Juncker Plan)10

• Eurostat (ESA 2010) methodology counts guarantees
as government debt, thus limiting scope

• National or supranational guarantee also ensures
infrastructure meets national priorities

Glossary
Bond A debt investment in which an investor loans money to an entity (typically
corporate or governmental) which borrows the funds for a defined period of time at a
variable or fixed interest rate.
Bond Yields The amount of return an investor realizes on a bond.
Current Yield Current yield is an investment’s annual income (interest or dividends)
divided by the current price of the security.
Juncker Plan This is the European Commission’s Investment Plan for Europe, an
infrastructure investment programme first announced by the European Commission
President Jean-Claude Juncker in November 2014, aims at unlocking public and
private investments in the “real economy” of at least € 315 billion over a three years
fiscal period (Jan. 2015 – Dec. 2017).
Real Interest Rates the “real” rate that the lender or investor receives after
inflation is factored in; that is, the interest rate that exceeds the inflation rate.
Nominal Interest Rates the simplest type of interest rate. It is quite simply the
stated interest rate of a given bond or loan.

Risk-adjusted Rate of Return Risk-adjusted return refines an investment’s return
by measuring how much risk is involved in producing that return, which is generally
expressed as a number or rating. Risk-adjusted returns are applied to individual
securities, investment funds and portfolios.
Multiplier Effect The multiplier effect is the expansion of a country’s money supply
that results from banks being able to lend. The size of the multiplier effect depends on
the percentage of deposits that banks are required to hold as reserves.
Zero Coupon Bond A zero-coupon bond, also known as an “accrual bond,” is a
debt security that does not pay interest (a coupon) but is traded at a deep discount,
rendering profit at maturity when the bond is redeemed for its full face value.
Securitization Securitization is the process through which an issuer creates a
financial instrument by combining other financial assets and then marketing different
tiers of the repackaged instruments to investors, and this process can encompass any
type of financial asset and promotes liquidity in the marketplace.
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IV. Conclusion

According to the European Central Bank, pension funds
in the Euro area have €2.25 trillion in financial assets,
of which roughly one-third is held in low-yielding fixed
income.11 Assuming one-tenth of that portfolio could be
channelled into infrastructure in a short time, this could
free up about €75–80 billion of capital investment. More
importantly, it could:
• Ease the pressure on pension funds like the ERAFP and allow
them to utilize their characteristics of long-term investors.
• Reassure the prudential authorities since matching
would be maintained, except in the first scenario where
over the duration of the zero-coupon bond the return on the
infrastructure portfolio would be lower than the interest
rate on the zero-coupon, which for the maturities envisaged
is unlikely.
• Governments and the ECB would thus be indirectly
facilitating the financing of infrastructure through long-term
investors capable of carrying them long term on their
balance sheet.
The proposal above is a conservative approach in an asset
class that tends toward long-term stability. If this were
implemented and seen to be prudential as well as effective,
similar ideas could be applied to expand investments into
other asset classes that would help pension funds’ returns
and deliver positive macroeconomic impulses. It is a first
step, but should not be the last.
8
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